Safe Kids is committed to keeping you informed about recalls of products that can put kids at risk. The Safe Kids’ recall center is a unique place where parents and caregivers can go to stay up to date on recalls of all child-related products. This report includes a stroller that puts young children at risk of falling.

Receive this report from a friend or colleague? Sign up [here](#) to get our monthly recall reports.

Three recalls of food products more likely to be on a kids’ menu can be found on the right-hand-side. Here are links for all food/drug recall information announced by the [Food and Drug Administration](#) and the [USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service](#).

### TOP FOOD RECALLS

- **Cedar Creek Old-Fashioned Caramel Holiday Popcorn Box**
  Undeclared Wheat; FDA

- **Nestle Toll House Edible Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Tubs**
  Potential presence of soft plastic film; FDA

- **Seed Ranch Flavor Co Sauces**
  Undeclared Soy; FDA

### ANNOUNCEMENTS

This month, the CPSC has issued warnings cautioning consumers about two potentially harmful products. They advise consumers to immediately stop using the “My Bouncer Little Castle” inflatable bounce houses with a hoop sold by Amazon, eBay, Sears, and other online retailers. The bounce house’s hoop poses head and neck entrapment and strangulation risks to children. Consumers should also immediately stop using all models of the Future Motion's Onewheel self-balancing electric skateboards. CPSC evaluations of the electric skateboards found that the rider can be ejected from the product, which can result in serious injury or death. The CPSC also warns against the use of Otteroo Lumi and Mini Infant Flotation Rings because they can deflate during use or storage, causing the child occupant to slide out of the product, posing a risk of drowning, serious injury, or death.
**TOP RECALLS**

**November 17, 2022 CPSC;** The William Carter Company recalled its Infant’s Yellow Footed Fleece Pajamas with Animal Graphic because small metal wire pieces can be found in the pajamas, posing puncture and laceration hazards to young children. Units: About 50,800 (an additional ~200 in Canada).

**November 10, 2022 CPSC;** Mockingbird recalled its Single-to-Double Strollers because the lower side of the stroller frame can crack, posing a fall risk to children in the stroller. Units: About 149,000.

**November 3, 2022 CPSC;** Reckitt recalled AirWick Fresh New Day Aerosol Air Fresheners because a single batch of the air fresheners is missing a corrosion inhibitor, which can lead to corrosion and rupture of the metal can and expulsion of the contents, posing injury and laceration hazards. In addition, corrosion of the container can result in leakage, posing a risk of skin and eye irritation upon contact. Units: About 67,000.

**November 3, 2022 CPSC;** Rad Power Bikes recalled its RedWagon 4 Electric Cargo Bikes because the rim strip on the tires can be misaligned, causing the tube to pop and damage the tire. Additionally, the tires with a ribbed sidewall can unexpectedly go flat, risk serious injuries from loss of control and/or crash. Units: About 29,300.

**November 3, 2022 CPSC;** Myx recalled its MYX I, II, II Plus Connected Exercise Bicycles because the pedals can loosen and/or detach when not properly tightened at installation, posing an injured hazard. Units: About 162,000.

**November 3, 2022 CPSC;** BS Interactive recalled its Stashables Finger Skateboard Ramp Sets because the surface paint on the miniature skateboard and scooter toys in the sets contain levels of lead that exceed the federal lead paint ban, posing a risk of lead poisoning. Units: About 17,000.

**October 27, 2022 CPSC;** Goalsetter recalled its wall-mounted basketball goals because the goal can detach from the wall and fall to the ground, posing a serious impact injury hazard and risk of death. Units: About 18,000.

**October 27, 2022 CPSC;** Amazon recalled its Amazon Basics Executive Desk Chairs because the chairs’ leg base can break, posing fall and injury hazards. Units: About 11,400.

**October 27, 2022 CPSC;** Johnson Health Tech Trading recalled its Horizon T101-05 Treadmills because they can unexpectedly accelerate, change speed, or stop without user input, posing a fall hazard. Units: About 192,000 (an additional ~7,000 in Canada).

**October 25, 2022 CPSC;** Clorox recalled multiple of its Pine-Sol Cleaners because the products may contain bacteria, including *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, that can lead to risk of serious infection for those with weakened immune systems. Units: About 37 million.
**October 20, 2022 CPSC**; Gel Blaster recalled its SURGE 1.0 toy guns because the lithium-ion battery pack inside the handle can overheat and ignite, posing a fire hazard. Units: About 62,700.

**October 20, 2022 CPSC**; TJX recalled its Mittal International Baby Blankets because the threads in the woven baby blankets can come loose and detach, posing choking, entrapment, and strangulation hazards. Units: About 108,000 (an additional 3,550 in Canada).

**RECALLS**

**November 17, 2022 FDA**; Mason Vitamins Inc. recalled its Health Sense and People’s Choice Women’s Daily Vitamins with Iron due to Vitamin A, Vitamin B12, Vitamin C, Vitamin E, and Pantothenic Acid amounts being lower than the declared amount on the label.

**November 17, 2022 CPSC**; Professor Puzzle recalled its Rainbow Stacking Toys sold at Home Goods, Homesense, Marshalls, TJ Maxx, and Winners stores because the toy’s information sticker can become exposed and detach, posing a choking hazard to young children. Units: About 2,350 (an additional ~600 in Canada).

**November 17, 2022 CPSC**; The William Carter Company recalled its Infant’s Yellow Footed Fleece Pajamas with Animal Graphic because small metal wire pieces can be found in the pajamas, posing puncture and laceration hazards to young children. Units: About 50,800 (an additional ~200 in Canada).

**November 10, 2022 CPSC**; Mockingbird recalled its Single-to-Double Strollers because the lower side of the stroller frame can crack, posing a fall risk to children in the stroller. Units: About 149,000.

**November 10, 2022 CPSC**; Hunter Fan recalled its Hunter branded Devon Park, Astwood, Highland Hill, Kerrison, and Van Nuys light fixtures because the internal wires in the lights can be damaged, posing an electric shock hazard to the consumer. Units: 2,600.

**November 10, 2022 CPSC**; Generac recalled its Generac and DR 6500 and 8000 Watt portable generators because an unlocked handle can pinch consumer’s fingers against the generator frame when the generator is moved, posing finger amputation and crushing hazards. Units: About 321,160 (an additional ~4,575 in Canada).

**November 7, 2022 FDA**; Adam’s Polishes recalled its hand sanitizer because it contains undeclared methanol which, when accidentally ingested, poses a risk for methanol poisoning.

**November 3, 2022 CPSC**; Reckitt recalled AirWick Fresh New Day Aerosol Air Fresheners because a single batch of the air fresheners is missing a corrosion inhibitor, which can lead to corrosion and rupture of the metal can and expulsion of the contents, posing injury and laceration hazards. In addition, corrosion of the
container can result in leakage, posing a risk of skin and eye irritation upon contact. Units: About 67,000.

**November 3, 2022 CPSC:** Empower Brands recalled its Black+Decker Model HGS011 Easy Garment Steamers because they can expel, spray, or leak hot water during use, posing a burn hazard to consumers. Units: About 518,500.

**November 3, 2022 CPSC:** Rad Power Bikes recalled its RedWagon 4 Electric Cargo Bikes because the rim strip on the tires can be misaligned, causing the tube to pop and damage the tire. Additionally, the tires with a ribbed sidewall can unexpectedly go flat, risk serious injuries from loss of control and/or crash. Units: About 29,300.

**November 3, 2022 CPSC:** Myx recalled its MYX I, II, II Plus Connected Exercise Bicycles because the pedals can loosen and/or detach when not properly tightened at installation, posing an injured hazard. Units: About 162,000.

**November 3, 2022 CPSC:** BS Interactive recalled its Stashables Finger Skateboard Ramp Sets because the surface paint on the miniature skateboard and scooter toys in the sets contain levels of lead that exceed the federal lead paint ban, posing a risk of lead poisoning. Units: About 17,000.

**November 3, 2022 CPSC:** Clarks Americas recalled its Breeze Ave, Shore, and Step women’s shoes in Navy because prolonged and direct contact with the shoes’ upper material can expose the wearer to the chemicals benzidine and/or dimethoxybenzidine, which are toxic and can cause adverse health effects. Units: About 113,000 (an additional ~10,000 in Canada).

**November 3, 2022 CPSC:** Tangame Busy Toy Houses recalled its Tangame Busy Houses because the yellow-painted metal zipper and orange plastic phone cord contain levels of lead that exceed the federal content ban. Likewise, the horn’s blue plastic bulb contains a regulated phthalate that exceed the prohibition of specific phthalates. Phthalates and lead are toxic if ingested by young children, posing a risk of adverse health issues. Units: About 100.

**November 3, 2022 CPSC:** Anker Play Products recalled its Bolt Foldable Children’s Scooters because the paint on the scooters contains levels of lead that exceed the federal lead paint ban, posing a poisoning hazard if ingested by young children. Units: About 5,000.

**October 27, 2022 CPSC:** Goalsetter recalled its wall-mounted basketball goals because the goal can detach from the wall and fall to the ground, posing a serious impact injury hazard and risk of death. Units: About 18,000.

**October 27, 2022 CPSC:** Amazon recalled its Amazon Basics Executive Desk Chairs because the chairs’ leg base can break, posing fall and injury hazards. Units: About 11,400.

**October 27, 2022 CPSC:** Radio Flyer recalled its Tesla Cyberquad for Kids, Model Number 914, because they fail to comply with the federal safety requirements for youth ATVs, including mechanical suspension and maximum tire
pressure. Additionally, the Cyberquad lacks a CPSC-approved ATV action plan, containing safety requirements, such as rider training, dissemination of safety information, age recommendations, and other safety measures in place to reduce crash and injury hazards. Units: About 5,000.

**October 27, 2022 CPSC**: Bikes USA recalled its Punisher Adult Cycling Helmets because they do not comply with the positional stability and impact attenuation requirements of federal safety standard for bicycle helmets, posing a risk of head injury in the event of a crash. Units: About 3,400.

**October 27, 2022 CPSC**: Johnson Health Tech Trading recalled its Horizon T101-05 Treadmills because they can unexpectedly accelerate, change speed, or stop without user input, posing a fall hazard. Units: About 192,000 (an additional ~7,000 in Canada).

**October 25, 2022 CPSC**: Clorox recalled multiple of its Pine-Sol Cleaners because the products may contain bacteria, including *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, that can lead to risk of serious infection for those with weakened immune systems. Units: About 37 million.

**October 24, 2022 FDA**: Whele LLC recalled its Mighty Bliss Electric Heating Pad because use of this product may lead to burns, mild shocks, rashes, or skin irritation.

**October 21, 2022 FDA**: Unilever recalled multiple brands of Dry Shampoo Aerosol because they potentially contain elevated levels of benzene, a human carcinogen, posing a risk of cancer if exposure occurs by inhalation, orally, or through the skin.

**October 20, 2022 CPSC**: Juvo Plus recalled its Butterfly Net Sets and Army Action Figure Playsets because both sets contain levels of certain phthalates and lead that exceed the federal phthalate and lead content standards, posing a risk of adverse health issues to young children if ingested. Units: About 22,500 butterfly net sets and 4,500 action figure playsets.

**October 20, 2022 CPSC**: Backyard Nature Products recalled its Birds Choice Hanging and Pole-Mounted Acrylic Bird Baths because, when sunlight goes through the bath’s acrylic surfaces onto nearby wooden surfaces, such as siding or decking, the surface can overheat, posing a fire hazard. Units: About 500.

**October 20, 2022 CPSC**: Gel Blaster recalled its SURGE 1.0 toy guns because the lithium-ion battery pack inside the handle can overheat and ignite, posing a fire hazard. Units: About 62,700.

**October 20, 2022 CPSC**: TJX recalled its Mittal International Baby Blankets because the threads in the woven baby blankets can come loose and detach, posing choking, entrapment, and strangulation hazards. Units: About 108,000 (an additional ~3,550 in Canada).
This service collects recalls from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Consumer Product Safety Commission, Food and Drug Administration and Food Safety and Inspection Service. Parents Central at NHTSA’s safercar.gov is a go-to resource on car seats.

A few more reminders:

- Register all new car seats and booster seats. https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/recalls-register-childseat-/bbtfm/301949334?h=fcr9OhwqQXC5wZLTxTuaO5mwrFzCrd3MUGuGfLZpXE8
- Be careful about using hand-me-downs or buying children’s products at a secondhand shop or yard sale.
- It violates federal law to sell recalled products. If you know of an unsafe product, you can report it to the CPSC. https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-Incidents-ReportIncident-aspx/bbtfg/301949334?h=fcr9OhwqQXC5wZLTxTuaO5mwrFzCrd3MUGuGfLZpXE8

Learn more and follow us on Twitter: @SKWAdvocate.

### Federal Agencies

- CPSC - Consumer Product Safety Commission
- FDA – Food and Drug Administration
- NHTSA – National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

### More Tools You Can Use

- Sign up to receive electronic recall notices for all consumer products from the CPSC.
- Sign up to receive notices on recalled car seats.

Use the Safe Kids' Ultimate Car Seat Guide

Look up occupant protection laws in all 50 states and D.C.